The concept of flying an occulting shade in formation with an orbiting space telescope to enable astronomical imaging of faint targets while blocking out background noise primarily from starlight near distant Earth-like planets has been studied in various forms over the past decade. Recent analysis has shown that this approach may offer comparable performance to that provided by a space-based coronagraph with reduced engineering and technological challenges as well as overall mission and development costs. This paper will present a design of the formation flying architecture (FFA) for such a collection system that has potential to meet the scientific requirements of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA's) Terrestrial Planet Finder mission. The elements of the FFA include the relative navigation, intersatellite communication, formation control, and the spacecraft guidance, navigation, and control (GN&C) systems. The relative navigation system consists of the sensors and algorithms to provide necessary range, bearing or line-of-sight, and relative attitude between the telescope and occulter. Various sensor and filtering (estimation) approaches will be introduced. A formation control and GN&C approach will be defined that provides the proper alignment and range between the spacecraft, occulter, and target to meet scientific objectives. The state of technology will be defined and related to several formation flying and rendezvous spacecraft demonstration missions that have flown.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of flying an occulting shade in formation with an orbiting space telescope to enable astronomical imaging of faint targets while blocking out background noise primarily from starlight near distant Earth-like planets has been studied in various forms over the past decade. Recent analysis has shown that this approach may offer comparable performance to that provided by a space-based coronagraph with reduced engineering and technological challenges as well as overall mission and development costs. This paper will present a design of the formation flying architecture (FFA) for such a collection system that has potential to meet the scientific requirements of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA's) Terrestrial Planet Finder mission. In this paper, the concept will be termed the Terrestrial Planet Finder -Occulter (TPF-O). The paper will begin by discussing the relative navigation system used to measure the relative states between the two vehicles, including sensors and algorithms. Next the concept for intersatellite communication will be presented. Following that, the design of the two-spacecraft formation will be discussed, such that minimum science requirements are met for a "fuel-enabled" highly maneuvering mission. Finally, a concept for controlling the formation will be presented, with the most stringent objective being the control of the alignment of the telescope and occulter with the astronomical target. The key formation flying problem during science collection can be defined in relation to the cartoon illustrated in Figure 1 . The telescope shall maintain a range (ρ) of 72000 km from an occulting star shade (occulter), while the occulter is held in the line-of-sight from the telescope to the target. The angle θ represents the telescope pointing error, which is stringent, but it represents a well-known problem in telescope attitude control and will not be discussed further here. The angle γ represents the offset of the occulter from the telescope focal line, and the primary scientific metric is the angle α, which represents the alignment error, which ideally should be zero. The requirements for each will be discussed in the following sections, along with technological solutions to enable the mission. 
FORMATION FLYING SYSTEM
The formation flying system (FFS) is the glue that combines the functions over multiple vehicles into an integrated system, or virtual platform. The FFS comprises sub-systems for relative navigation, intersatellite communication, and formation control. The current set of formation flying mission requirements are expressed in Table 1 , the particularly challenging one being the alignment of the telescope and the occulter relative to the target. As with any feedback control system with a wide capture range or dynamic range and tight control requirements, many modes or stages may be required to transition the multi-vehicle configuration from an uncoupled or loose configuration down to a precisely controlled virtual platform. These modes can involve multiple sensors and actuators, estimation and control algorithms, and potentially complex mode-switching logic. Table 2 lists a likely set of modes that will exist within the FFS, along with the entrance criteria for each mode.
Relative Navigation
The process of determining relative states between vehicles using data gathered from sensors or the science instrument itself will be termed relative navigation. The relative states include positions, velocities, angles, angular rates, or alternatively, range and bearing and associated rates. The relative navigation subsystem includes the sensors, algorithms, and software required. There are multiple stages in the current relative navigation subsystem design, ranging from coarse vehicle-to-vehicle range measurement in the vicinity of the science orbit (handed off from the absolute nav of the individual vehicles) through fine relative state measurement required to control the range and line-of-sight between the telescope and occulter. Table 3 presents several candidate hardware approaches to cover the range of coarse navigation upon orbit insertion through the finest science mode stage, including key details for each, such as whether the approach provides absolute (inertial) or relative (spacecraft to spacecraft) navigation, the accuracy of the approach, the measurement bandwidth and latency, and the quantity each measures.
1 While the first five are mature capabilities, 2 the last two represent a very precise and sensitive combination of an advanced star tracker, pulse-code-modulated beacons, the occulter, and the telescope as illustrated in Figure 2 followed by a wavefront sensing scheme that uses part of the science image to determine the errors on an optical scale. This process, required to provide alignment measurements on the order of milli-arcseconds is one of the tall-poles of this mission. The figure illustrates the fine alignment sensing information picked off from the science light and the illustrations below show the beacon configuration on the occulter for a sixteen petal example, the image for planet situated at 20% inside the edge of the field of view. While the list is not all-encompassing, the selection of approaches is based on the fact that the requirements for range measurement and control are very loose, while alignment is the critical parameter. Hence, optical crosslinks, while likely beneficial from a power perspective, may be undesirable due to the associated requirements on vehicle pointing stability, as well as potential stray light interference with the telescope, depending on the configuration. Fortunately, most of the measurement requirements are fairly loose, but the stringent alignment requirement might end up driving the other measurements to precise values based on observability.
Intersatellite Communication
The subsystem enabling communication between the telescope vehicle and the occulter is termed the intersatellite communication system (ICS). The ICS includes hardware, such as radios and antennae, the network and protocols, and any software required for implementation. The key challenges in this area for this mission concept are the robustness of the communication such that closed-loop formation control can be maintained over the 72000 km distance between spacecraft, under potentially tight power constraints (which are not yet defined) and the ability to continuously measure coarse range between the vehicles even under a range of orientations at 72000 km separation. Currently an S-band system is baselined primarily due to existing technology solutions that have flown in space. However, trades will be considered between low-frequency (e.g., UHF band) for better omni-directional capabilities, and such higher frequency (e.g., S-band) approaches for better directional performance. The selection will depend on the combination of the power budget with the closed-loop formation control performance requirements, specifically the bandwidth needed for acceptable science performance, particularly in the alignment control budget. 
Formation Design
The process of designing the relative motion trajectories to best meet science requirements while optimizing quantities such as fuel efficiency, transfer time, operational complexity, etc., is denoted formation design. This amounts to the formation flying guidance, which considers such quantities as gravity gradient, differential solar pressure and solar wind, minimum and maximum times for staring at a target and reconfiguring a target, and the type of propulsion system. An optimization is performed on the open-loop system to best meet the set of conflicting objectives with proper weighting on the most important constraints. Several orbits are considered, generally Sun-Earth L2 libration point Lissajous and Halo orbits. While the gravity gradient is small in both cases, with a 72000 km "moment arm" the fuel costs must be considered and nominal orbits become important for a mission of three or more years with frequent reconfigurations. Because the mission concept involves frequent "repointing" of the telescope-occulter pair, this is a "fuel-enabled" mission rather than one where a small percentage of the overall vehicle wet mass is allocated to fuel for stationkeeping and reconfiguration. Fuel consumption is addressed in the next section.
Formation Control
The formation control subsystem brings together all of the components of the formation flying system along with spacecraft GN&C subsystems with the ultimate goal of maintaining the proper "shape" of the formation to meet the science requirements. Figure 3 shows the integrated formation flying and GN&C system for the TPF-O mission concept. Aside from the multi-vehicle aspect, some of the unique attributes for this system as compared to single spacecraft and typical constellation missions are the following:
1. An autonomous Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS) is in place to handle the six-degree of freedom (6DOF) control of the vehicle, as opposed to simply an attitude control system with orbit corrections from the ground 
Intersatellite communication devices in the formation control loop
There are several trades to be performed in the formation control area. At the moment, the priorities are: (1) low-thrust vs impulsive vs hybrid (multi-stage), which then leads into the guidance profiles for reconfiguration (bang-bang, smoothly varying thrust, or bang-coast-bang); (2) type of control algorithm 3 ;(3) autonomy/level of ground-interaction; and (4) level of control authority and precision during reconfiguration maneuvers. Fuel vs science performance/number of targets accessible will be the primary consideration for most of these trades.
Several studies have been performed to assess fuel consumption, thrusting times, and coasting times for a design reference mission (DRM) with a five year duration (above the minimum three year requirement). Figure 4 shows the cumulative thrusting durations as a function of constant acceleration thrusting levels over the mission duration. Figure 5 shows the overall ∆V of just over 6.5 km/sec, which estimates the fuel consumption for the reconfigurations over the five year duration. This is without optimization, but is reasonable to consider for a maneuver-intensive formation flying flagship mission. While the figure is high for a mission for a spacecraft stabilized in an orbit, it is a reasonable figure for a long-duration mission which involves frequent, large-scale spatial maneuvers with time constraints.
FORMATION FLYING TECHNOLOGY STATUS
In examining the feasibility of the mission concept defined in this paper, it is important to consider the technology capability areas within and their maturity, both in general, and relative to the TPF-O mission concept. Table 4 Total Of note is the fact that most of the technologies required are at TRL 6 or better, but by definition in the TPF-O context, the TRL returns to 3, but for most cases, the transition back to 6 is straightforward and low in risk. The exception is the alignment control requirement, generically listed as "line-of-sight" control, where there is no existing technology implementation and the accuracy required is particularly stringent. Henceforth, the alignment sensing and control problem is identified as the tall-pole of the formation flying system development, and likely of the entire mission.
Finally, it is important to look across related missions which have flown -constellations, formation flying, and rendezvous and docking -and identify which have demonstrated key functional capabilities required for TPF-O. Table 5 maps the functional capability areas against the missions, where the black X marks represent successful demonstrations, blue represents demonstrations not yet performed, and red represents areas that were intended for demonstrate, but not successfully performed, either due to failure or early termination of mission. EO-1/LS-7 (Earth-Observing 1/LandSat 7) was a low Earth orbiting demonstration within NASA's New Millennium Program (NMP) of formation flying of one vehicle relative to the other without direct communication and with measurements provided via bent-pipe through the ground. ST-5 (Space Technology 5) was a microspacecraft technology demonstration in NASA's NMP employing three spacecraft (without intersatellite communications or relative navigation/control). DART (Demonstration of Autonomous Rendezvous Technology) was a NASA mission intended to demonstrate key concepts in relative sensing and control for rendezvous and proximity operations, where several anomalies caused the mission to end up with a collision of the vehicles involved after successful performance of some of the mission objectives. ST7 DRS (Space-Technology 7, Disturbance Reduction 
SUMMARY
A top-level formation flying system concept has been presented for enabling a free-flying telescope-occulter mission concept for finding distant planets. The functional breakdown of the formation flying system has been presented along with some of the key requirements and trades in the functional areas, such as relative navigation, intersatellite communication, and formation control. A concept for the most stringent mission requirement, that of measuring the telescope-occulter alignment to an inertial target, has been presented, and feasibility of the concept has been established. Results were presented for cumulative coasting time and cumulative thrusting time vs level of constant acceleration for a five year design reference mission using impulsive control for reconfiguration. The ∆V required for science mode maneuvers was determined to be just over 6.5 km/sec, which is high, but very representative of a fuel-enabled mission with frequent long-distance maneuvering. At this point, the analysis indicates feasibility of performing a telescope-occulter planet finding mission with engineering challenges, but minimal technology development.
